SunModo’s best-selling EZ Roof Mount is the industry standard for PV system mounting on any composite shingle roof.

Now, SunModo introduces our latest innovation, EZ3 Roof Mount. The mount consists of only three components and is installed onto the roof in just three easy steps.

The EZ3 Roof Mount Advantage

- Long-lasting EPDM gasket seals for reliable leak protection.
- Exceptional resistance to corrosion and wear.
- High-Velocity Hurricane Zone Approved - Passed TAS 100 (a) Wind-Driven Rain Test.
- Quick to install with only three components.
- One tool assembly.
Key Features of EZ3 Roof Mount

- **Application**: Composite shingle
- **Material**: High grade aluminum, 304 stainless steel hardware
- **Finish**: Silver or black powder coated
- **Flashing Size**: 9.5 x 12 x 0.04 inch
- **Roof Attachment**: Rafter only
- **Structural integrity**: IBC and IRC Compliant
- **Warranty**: 20 years

**Technical Data**

- **Raised teardrop design diverts water from the roof penetration**
- **360-degree L foot positioning, serrated L foot on both sides for rail mounting**
- **Stamped emboss feature stiffens the flashing to minimize bending**
- **Alignment markers enable easy installation**